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Abstract 

“Even the smallest person can change the course of the future” this is the message that 
Tolkien’s famous trilogy Lord of the Ring reveals. We use this tale to create a parody 
about the struggles that Information Systems (IS) research methodology has faced, in 
particular the move from ‘Positivism’ to ‘Interpretivism’ and the new threat that looms in 
the form of ‘Postmodernism’.  For in postmodern times, it is small people’s voices that 
will lead the way to change, not just in the methods we use, or the systems we build, but 
in the society we inhabit. Nevertheless to achieve this we need to first go on a quest to 
rediscover what qualitative research is and at the same time we will learn that it is 
ourselves we need to find too. In the true spirit of postmodernism we have used rich 
metaphor to illustrate the power that storytelling brings to small voices of hobbits like 
ourselves. 

INTRODUCTION 

This tale began between two qualitative researchers or ‘hobbits’, one from the idyllic shire 
of New Zealand and the other from Australia, its close neighbour across the river.  We 
began joking about the state of qualitative research in information systems.  Our joke 
centred on the filming of Lord of the Rings in New Zealand and through the following 
statement it became fused to our discussion of the research methodology: 

It was forged in the time of man, the one research method to rule them all.  Inscribed by 
fire is the word ‘Positivism’.  The all-seeing eye with the power that dictates how 
information systems research methodology must be done. But a brave quest began to 
tackle this force, but who were the elves, the hobbits and all the beings of the Middle 
Earth?  Yes, stirrings from Middle Earth.  Unrest in the quiet shire of Wellington can be 
heard.  We must not abandon the struggle; the journey for post-positivist research 
methodology has only just begun.  For the ring was not destroyed in that battle but lies in 
waiting; twisting the very hearts of those who hold to the values of interpretivism!  And in 



the distance we hear the rumbling from Mount Doom of postmodern army waiting to 
march. 

Like Tolkien’s (1974) story of The Lord of the Rings, methodology has been through 
turbulent times.  Some are even quoted as saying that there has been a war of the 
methodologies (Benbasat & Weber 1996).  But like the ‘one-ring’, positivism has been a 
hard enemy to vanquish.  Despite the killing of many dark lords, the ring still remains in 
the hearts and minds of many researchers.  Qualitative researchers still often conduct 
their research with an eye to the edicts of positivism, but perhaps more importantly, 
qualitative researchers have also not adequately critiqued the positivism’s supposed 
successor, interpretivism, and the rise of postmodern approaches. 
So like Frodo before we two hobbits embark on a journey through a parody of Lord of the 
Rings. 

THE RING OF POWER (AND POSITIVISM) 

It was in Eregion that the Elves in their pride and craft first developed the rings of power.  
The nine rings of Man promised to bring Nature under the control of Man.  Nature was not 
confined only to the environs but to everywhere Man walked - to his very thoughts of the 
world and his place within that world.  The nine rings were at first like light itself and they 
cast light on the superstition, on mindless custom, ritual and fealty (cf Carroll, 2004).  
They provided a new perspective of man for man.  The sciences grew and wild nature, if 
not tamed, withdrew.  The age of reason prospered. 
Some doubted the wisdom of the age of reason, the overweening pride of Man.  Our 
story is one small part of this bigger story.  For in the fire of the Enlightenment, positivism 
– the one ring of our story was born.  Strangely, positivism was initially opposed to reason 
it was a conservative reaction to the Philosophes (Zeitlin, 1997), but all fell sway to its 
power and it became reason itself.  Under the power of the one ring, Man believed that 
what counted as knowledge was objective and universal.  Like sheep in a field, soldiers 
paraded before battle, they could be counted.  Truth could be seen for what it was and it 
mattered not where you stood.  Our thoughts, our fears, our relationships could be seen 
from a universal perspective.  The universal perspective of God was appropriated by the 
universal perspective of Man.  The very success and magisterial beauty of the one ring 
and the nine, blinded, if only partially, even the wise of Information Systems. 
Our story is one of the battle of the ring in Information Systems.  It is a world our two 
hobbits of information systems research inhabit, the ring has bound not only their lives 
but all the lives of the creatures of Middle Earth. 

THE LAST ALLIANCE: INTERPRETIVISM BATTLES POSITIVISM 

The editors, the guardians of the citadel, at the legendary MISQ have called a cease to 
the battle (for example, Benbasat & Weber 1996; Weber 2004).  A call for ‘peaceful 
coexistence’.  However, throughout the Middle Earth of Information Systems, the echoes 
of the battle of interpretivism and positivism can still be heard.  As we all know, within the 
inns of academia, there are still skirmishes in the seminar rooms and the luncheon halls. 
The battle of positivism and interpretivism is well known and we do not wish here to 
repeat it (Orlikowski & Baroudi 1991; Benbasat & Weber 1996).  This battle was, 
however, not to utterly vanquish positivism but to assert the right of interpretivism to exist 
and to have voice in the journals of the day.  Of course, some interpretivists have indeed 
wished to vanquish positivism but the most common approach has been to gloss over the 
problems of methodology and to suggest that each was a method adept at solving 



different problems.  The problem of methodology was reduced to the pragmatic selection 
of method and technique. 

INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND THE SHIRE 

Putting the lunchtime and seminar skirmishes to one side, the picture of the Shire of IS 
and the world it belongs too, appears benign and peaceful.  The hobbits of the Shire, 
whether they be qualitative or quantitative, positivist or interpretivist, all live in a more or 
less happy world where they can bring the fruits of information technology to the service 
of business and the world.  Interpretivists can pursue understanding, the subjective 
reasons for individual action, while the positivists can search for underpinning laws. 
However within this idyll, several problems were brewing.  The criteria of positivism was 
being applied to interpretivism, others pointed that information technology has power to 
damage as well as to progress, finally there were some who believed that the world had 
changed, that positivism and interpretivism themselves formed an unholy alliance. 

The first shadow of positivism in the Shire  

The focus on method in IS gives rise to what we call the first shadow of positivism.  There 
exists an undue focus on the rigours of method and on demonstrating the validity, 
reliability and generalisability of our work (see for example, Yin 1995).  As young 
qualitatively oriented hobbits, we felt a vast gulf between our interviews, our observations, 
the experience of research and engagement with respondent on the one hand and the 
techniques of analysis that seemed to deaden our interviews on the other.  The 
phenomena escaped our observation schedules, our small samples couldn’t be 
generalised, while seemingly trivial and context dependent responses to surveys could be 
applied across the world. 

Though disquietened by these disparities we still listened to the counsels of Saruman, 
who argued—sometimes within our very heads — that we were unscientific and sloppy 
and had to try even harder, describe in ever greater detail our means of analysis – 
impossible to replicate though it was (Yin 1995).  The advice seemed to be to ‘out-rigour’ 
positivist approaches.  However, as Yates (2003) pointed out, such approaches weaken 
the claims of interpretivism, drawing us to focus on method rather than interpretation: 

The emphasis on techniques of data treatment and comparison is misplaced because the 
meaningfulness and potential contribution of such studies lie in acts of interpretation and 
dialogue with the broader field.  The more such studies move to mimic factor-analysis 
procedures, the more they undermine their claim to be any more than a report on ‘small 
sample’ (Yates, 2003: 224 -225).  

The undue focus on method is also echoed by Bourdieu (1999: 607): 
Many decades of empirical research in all its forms, from ethnography to sociology and 
from the so-called closed questionnaire to the most open ended interview, have convinced 
me that the adequate scientific expression of this practice is to be found neither in the 
prescriptions of a methodology more often scientistic than scientific, nor in the antiscientific 
caveats of the advocates a mystic union.  For this reason it seems to me imperative to 
make explicit the intention and the procedural principles that we put into practice in the 
research project whose findings we present here.  The reader will thus be able to 
reproduce in the reading of the texts the work of both construction and understanding that 
produced them . 

Rigour and technique rather than the modes of construction and understanding had 
seemed to gain ascendancy in the Shire. 



The second shadow of the Shire  

The second disturbance was the realisation that there were rangers and blackriders, 
battling secretly over the Shire and its domains.  What was the battle over you may ask? 
The clue to the source of the battle was suggested by a small group of hobbits who dared 
to suggest that the world in which the Shire sat was not so happy as it appeared, that the 
technologies developed by the hobbits did not necessarily mean jobs for all (Hirschheim 
& Klein, 1989).  A better world through technology was not a given.  Perhaps, some 
dared to suggest, that Information Systems was sometimes like the half-witted hobbit Ted 
Sandyman—delighted by the spinning wheels of the new mill but oblivious to the smoke 
and scum it produced (cf Dillard, 2003). 
It was the Wood-Harper’s, a good hobbit name if ever there was, and his kin (Mumford, 
Hirschheim & Fitzgerald, 1985; Keen, 1991; Lee, 1991; Landry & Banville 1992; Harvey & 
Myers 1995; Benbasat & Weber 1996) who were among the first to point to these 
problems.  These hobbits wanted to know whether it was indeed the evil Sharkey they 
served or whether Information Systems could benefit all in the Shire. 

The shadow over all Middle Earth 

Lastly, there were hobbits that had wandered the forests of the Shire and chanced upon 
the melancholic Elves.  They heard the words of Galadriel 

The world is changed. I feel it in the water. I feel it in the earth. I smell it in the air. Much 
that once was, is lost, for none now live who remember it. 

The world has indeed changed since positivism was born.  Positivism, born in, and in 
response to the Enlightenment, reached it apogee in the industrial revolution (Zeitlin, 
1997).  Positivism is tied to the fortunes of Enlightenment.  Was it positivism the 
methodology for a world that underpinned the horrors of two world wars, genocide, atom 
bombs, globalisation, race riots, even the information revolution?  For some even 
interpretivism too, seemed like a romantic and subjectivist attachment, itself more a 
gainsaying of the objectivist underpinnings of positivism.  The question was raised: Were 
the old techniques methods, methodologies appropriate in this new age (if they ever 
were)? 

THE COUNCIL OF ELROND 

These shadows and questions could not be resolved in the Shire so our intrepid hobbits 
through much trial sought the Council of Elrond.  Here in that Council, we tried to 
understand the lore of positivism, of objectivism, substantialism, process theory, 
postmodernism, constructionism and much besides. 

Elrond confirmed that the world has indeed changed.  The lore of the masters has moved 
from the dualist problematics of interpretivism vs positivism, between subjectivism vs 
objectivism, free will vs determinism (Schatzki, 1996).  This was for us new and often a 
counter-intuitive territory.  The council of Elrond argued that the understanding of social 
ontology has changed. 
Positivism is premised on a number of straightforward views.  It is based on the success 
of the natural sciences that successfully divorced itself from alchemy and astrology and 
proved successful in its application on the military field, in the factories and on the land 
(Appleyard, 1992).  God (Ilvútar) moved from being immanent in nature to a God of prime 
mover, whose laws, science could discover.  Much ink has been spilled discussing the 
pitfalls of the application of this model to the social world and the world of information 



systems which often concerns itself with the applications of technology by humans (see 
Giddens, 1974; 1978). 
For us, the most influential criticism was that of the double hermeneutic.  Giddens1, 
speaking of the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, argued that the perplexing nature of 
observational effects in physics were a trifle in comparison to those in the social sciences.  
Giddens remarked that electrons may alter their behaviour in response to observation, 
but unlike humans, they did not go to the library and read books on how to behave.  Our 
theories, our conceptions of ourselves, not only observations, change our actions in this 
world.  The implications of this viewpoint for research methodology and theory have yet to 
be fully understood, especially in the Shires of IS.  

Interpretivism has long been a critic of positivism.  Many interpretivists would agree with 
the conclusions we have reached thus far.  So why did the Council of Elrond suggest that 
the power of the interpretivism fails with the fall of positivism?  Firstly, it may be said that 
whereas positivism removed God to heaven and we could discern his will in his laws, 
interpretivism seems to replace God with humanism and the subjective individual. 
The wizards of postmodernism have been those most concerned with the critique of 
humanism and subjectivism.  This has been known as the decentring or death of the 
subject. 
Foucault provocatively concluded this view in The Order of Things: 

As the archaeology of our thought easily shows, man is an invention of recent date.  And 
one perhaps nearing its end.  If those arrangements were to disappear as they appeared, if 
some vent of which we can at the moment do no more than sense the possibility…were to 
cause them to crumble, as the ground of classical thought did…then one can certainly 
wager that man would be erased, like a face drawn in sand at the edge of the sea 
(Foucault, 1973: 387). 

Foucault takes the double hermeneutic to its conclusion.  If our conceptions of ourselves 
shape ourselves, then our selves are, like everything else, constructions: — inventions.  
They are derivative of social interactions.  Interpretivism, at least traditionally 
conceptualised, is based on an autonomous agent that exists prior to its engagement in 
the world (Rose, 1996; Schatzki, 1996).  However, as Giddens (1991) suggests, 
intersubjectivity —the engagement in practices — precedes the development of 
construction of subjectivity.  Finally, Foucault reminds us that, as inventions, they are like 
faces drawn in the sand.  As inventions they must necessarily be partial, incomplete and 
fragmented.  The subjective is not a firm basis to develop a methodology upon.  With the 
destruction of the positivism, the power of interpretivism also fails. 
So at the end of the Council of Elrond, we know that we cannot stay put.  There are no 
ready methodological answers to the questions raised by the critique and eventual 
destruction of positivism.  The destruction of the ring will raise many questions. 

THE MISTY MOUNTAINS: THE SEARCH FOR A NEW METHODOLOGY 

And so the journey continues.  The hobbits must travel though the Misty Mountains to 
Mount Doom to destroy positivism finally and also to begin to forge a new methodology 
and develop new approaches for IS.  But as with any quest, it is not so simple.  The ring 
whispers darkly and temptingly in an effort to stop them reaching Mount Doom.  Saruman 
the rigorous sends an avalanche to stop them passing. This is the first check that the ring 
creates to the development of a new methodology of qualitative research; it is the 

                                                 
1 This was an example provided by Giddens in a public lecture in Melbourne, circa 1989 



avalanche of validity, reliability and generalisability, of truth and of progress.  It is the 
avalanche of ‘scientific method’. 
How can we judge the quality of work, the credibility of the author, the veracity of the 
questions and the faithfulness of the analysis and reporting?  How can we replicate post-
positivist work?  Should we be able to generalise our empirical findings and how can we 
do that?  What are the yardsticks and the points of comparison?  It is easy to lose one’s 
way.  Positivist approaches, Saruman’s whisperings in our ears, certainly appear to 
provide a clear path and as we suggested when we started this quest, many a qualitative 
researcher has trod down this path and ultimately mimicked the rigours of positivism. 
There is a point in all our research where we meet the disturbance or disjuncture between 
what we found, the way we found it, what we can say of it and finally what we do say.  
There is also the fear of not seeing or finding anything to say at all.  A problem of 
qualitative work is that it is very difficult to know what is actually happening until after it 
has occurred, until subsequent events and reflection has worked something out.  This is 
well put by Garfinkel (1967): 

The investigator frequently must elect among alternative courses of interpretation and 
inquiry to the end of deciding matters of fact, hypothesis, conjecture, fancy, and the rest, 
despite the fact that in the calculable sense of the term ‘know,’ he does not and cannot 
even ‘know’ what he is doing prior to or while he is doing it.  Field workers, most 
particularly those doing ethnographic and linguistic studies in settings where they cannot 
presuppose a knowledge of social structures, are perhaps best acquainted with such 
situations (Garfinkel, 1967 -78). 

The issues of what to observe and how to interpret phenomena bedevils all IS research in 
the social domain.  We turn away from the pursuit of positivist rigour and retreat.  Our 
troubles in the Misty Mountains suggest that there is no short cut to good research.  Short 
cuts may make long delays for research. 

THE DWARVAN HALLS OF KHAZAD-DHUM: THE ORIGINS OF QUALITATIVE 
RESEARCH 

Our quest now goes though the Dwarven Halls of Khazad Dhum.  For these young 
hobbits following their trials on the Misty Mountains need to go to the origins of qualitative 
research here in the delving halls of anthropology. 
Anthropologists, like dwarves, have a history of digging, and it here we too need to dig to 
find their history: a dwarvish history of how anthropology grappled with these issues of 
field work and the troubles they have encountered in the deep (Vidich & Stanford 2000).  
It is here that the Shire folk of Information Systems need to look to reflect on the history of 
qualitative research.  Behind them the gates of Khazad-Dum close, as they seek out the 
origins of qualitative research. For it is here they will find the glimmers of hope from the 
distant sparkling of the precious gems and veins of gold buried deep in these dwarven 
mines. This will begin to tell them how to judge the quality of qualitative research.  Listen 
carefully as we describe one of our party’s journey: 
 

The party had reached Khazad Dhum, a door stood out in the moonlight, with the word 
“speak friend and enter”, they spoke the Elven word ‘Mellon’, ethereal blues lights reached 
out and the gates were opened.  There stood the vast Dwarven halls of Khazad Dhum, 
carved out of sheer rock.  They had been built centuries ago under the mountains by the 
sheer stubbornness of dwarf determination.  Exploring anthropology is like Frodo stepping 
back into the time into this vast city, here we see the origins of qualitative research, for it 
was centuries ago that in anthropology a method called ethnography was carved.  Here 
too, the over arching power of the one ring of positivism drew in the dwarves. 
 



Reaching though time in these grand dwarf halls, the party learn where qualitative 
research truly began, not at the battlefield of information systems but in these halls of 
anthropology and sociology. It is here that our little hobbit friends begin to make the 
distinctions between method and methodology: that qualitative approaches can be 
positivist and even more strangely, quantitative approaches can be post-positivist.   
 
As the party enters the halls they are shocked by the meta-narratives that ruled these 
times.  We vaguely knew of this past, but saw their exploits as quaint Victorian ways, 
gentlemen scientists, going off to study barbarians, white man’s burden, just as Alfred 
Russell Wallace and Charles Darwin and all those vicars studied nature. 
 
But they were shaken out of their ways as the natives seemed too diverse, neither theory 
nor method could capture their essence.  As we entered the tomb of Balin we saw the 
massacre that had taken place, “The horror, the horror! Mistah Kurz - he dead.”  The 
Balrog of white man’s burden had arisen, the baggage of one’s own time and culture, of 
beliefs and values had distorted theory, measurement and observation.  Decolonisation 
had begun. The natives began to have voices of their own. 

It is in Moria, fighting with the Balrog, the Balrog of Bureaucracy, Lord of the grants and 
ethics committees, the quality assurance reviews, the student evaluations, the 
assessment reports, the performance appraisals and management indicators that 
Gandalf falls, enmeshed in red tape (Greenwood & Levin 2000, Christians 2000).  With 
the Balrog and Gandalf locked in mortal combat we see our academic and publishing 
careers plunge down to the centre of the earth and when we leave the halls of Khazad 
Dum, the halls of anthropology, we stop at the lake of Mirromere where we reflect on our 
journey. 
Gandalf’s fall suggests that we realise that our bureaucratic measures of success can be 
barriers to good research and that we can no longer simply rely on ethics committees and 
the university to address these issues of what is right, that research has a deeply moral 
dimension and that we have to make our way ourselves.  We ask, following Kvale (1996), 
whether the Dwarves in Moria were delving for ‘nuggets of truth’, the legendary mithril of 
the quantifiable research output for the university performance statistics. 

LOTHLORIEN 

Fleeing from the Dwarven halls of anthropology, we cross the Rubicon (well, actually the 
Nimorodel) into the Golden Wood of the Sorceress.  As we walk into the wood we are 
captured by Elves and from them we learn of the rise of critical theory and its daughter, 
feminist theory (Olesen 2000). 

Critical theory has a complex relationship to positivism.  This is made more complex by 
virtue that there is a wide range of ‘critical theories’, ranging from ‘vulgar Marxism’ of 
economic determinism through to the very indeterminism of queer theory.  A key 
difference between positivism and most and perhaps all critical theories, is however, the 
view first put by Marx, that the point of philosophy was not to understand the world but to 
change it.  The mission of critical theory is not simply towards understanding but to bring 
about a better world.  It is in this powerful sense that critical theories are the successor of 
the Enlightenment.  Moreover, critical theorists typically view the status quo, the way we 
think about our world and how we investigate that world, do not usually challenge or 
unsettle the status quo.  Indeed some go further to suggest that far from being neutral or 
objective, positivist and interpretivist approaches support the status quo and the existing 
power relations of society (Kincheloe & McLaren 2000). 

Galadriel, who reigns with her husband Celeborn, lives in a world of gender equality in 
the Golden Wood.  Her rejection of the ring of power, for us illuminated the feminist 
rejection of positivism.  Critical theory rests on the central opposition to the fact — value 



distinction of positivism.  The positivist temptation is that the scientific testing of ideas 
can be independent of the ideas.  It suggests that one’s ideas, concepts, conjectures 
and motivations for research may be far from value free and may be motivated by great 
malice or by selflessness.  However, science rests upon the objectively testing those 
ideas.  Science lies with objective method, not with the ideas.  So why does not Galadriel 
accept our ring of positivism? 

Our Galadriel rejects the ring because it is so thoroughly imbued with (male) domination.  
Neither ideas nor methods are innocent but work to preserve the existing powers.  There 
is no independent method.  The ring, she fears, will slowly work on her to eventually 
produce not a feminine reign but a masculine one.  In spite of their efforts in science and 
the arts, under positivism, women would remain oppressed in a masculine cage of 
reason and science: the new female eunuch. 

At the pool of Galadriel and while our journey through Khazad Dum remains fresh in our 
memory, Galadriel makes a powerful impression on us.  “In what ways”, we ask, “does 
the IS of the Shire produce oppression or maintain the status quo?”  And through the 
looking glass we see retrenchments from reengineering, forelock tugging to business, 
deskilling and other horrors (Knights & McCabe 1998).  While we wish to plant and 
nurture the seeds of Galadriel’s thought in the Shire and her attachment to Nature, 
Galadriel’s world is not the domain of the Shire.  We must move on.  For as she tells us, 
her vision tell us of some things that have passed, some things that are and some things 
that may happen but for us it does not give us advice on what to do. 

Galadriel on parting emphasises that qualitative researchers need to make their own 
choices.  She states “You are Ringbearers. To bear a ring of power is to be alone. This 
task was appointed to you, and if you do not find a way, no-one will.”  Like Frodo before 
us, we accept this fate, “Then, I know what I must do. It’s just I am afraid to do it.”  Like 
Information Systems researchers we are afraid, as uncertainty is scarier than even the 
tyranny the ring brought.  Galadriel reassures that “Even the smallest person can change 
the course of the future.”  This drives at the heart of method: there is no simple method, 
no step-by-step recipe.  Only cautions, experience and the sayings of the wise.  We now 
see small peoples voices need to be heard and that critical theory itself can turn to be an 
evil dominating metanarrative like positivism is, by turning to post modernism (Kincheloe 
& McLaren 2000).  The sureness of critical theory is sometimes too unsettling in such 
unsettled times.   There is no royal road to truth. 

PASSAGE THROUGH THE MARSHES 

We now move on, down the great river of research with the gifts of critical theory.  We 
feel watched.  We remember the stories from the Shire of the ‘precious’, ‘the hobbits 
have my precious’.  It’s Gollum, but we feel sad for the poor creature, we understand the 
burden it is to carry the ring.  In our story, Gollum is a qualitative researcher, who lives a 
dual life, he does qualitative research but as we have described above is under the 
power of the positivist ring, with the eye of Sauron bearing down on them.  They cling to 
scientific method as a talisman and aspire to validity, reliability and generalisability to 
justify their research in the eyes of the positivist king. 

This reduces their research to mad findings, living between worlds like the schizophrenic 
alter ego’s of Gollum.  They follow brave little hobbits around, saying use Yin, use 
Grounded Theory, you cannot generalise only create ‘hypotheses’, that qualitative work 
is exploratory, a reconnaissance for quantitative approaches.  It is to all the Gollums out 
there we wish to reach, we want to see Sméagol, we want to see those brave folk who 



dared to do qualitative research, reach out further and escape the hold the ring has on 
them. 

As hobbits that bear the ring, we understand the burden that has overwhelmed this 
creature, a fellow creature of Middle Earth we see the soul of a once peace loving being 
that resides inside. We connect to him as one being to another, we take pity on his 
suffering and allow him to stay. 

So Gollum joins our party as he promises to lead us to Mordor the place where the ring 
will be destroyed.  The way leads through the dead marshes, lets see how our party 
progresses: 

As we walk through the marshes we see the silent dead corpses immersed in the stagnant 
waters, these are the bodies of the qualitative hobbits, our heroes, that braved to do 
interpretive research, however unbeknownst to them the ring still had hold of them.  For 
these souls were trapped forever in these waters, as they failed to understand the part they 
would play in the story their research would tell.   

Wise elves from the far away realm of Frankfurt (just past Rivendell ), foretold this fate, but 
the hobbits of IS did not heed their warnings.  Worst still they failed to even pick up the 
ancient tomes and read them.  In this premonition the elves told of the great dangers that 
lay in the marshes, the danger of objectivity.  It seems like a bright light but it is in these 
flames that they fell as they failed in their storytelling.  For a hobbit is always part of his 
story, his not able to stand apart, we must recognise this and not see it as bias, but 
embrace the part we play, for when other beings of Middle Earth share their stories with us, 
are own stories become changed too.   

The marshes are the forgotten land of qualitative research, as none who enter have 
ever returned in IS to warn young hobbits.  Naturally we are drawn to the great heroes 
that went before us, and we are drawn to their light but we will be drawn to into the still 
waters and our souls as researches trapped there for eternity.  To escape this fate we 
must study the elves ancient language of hermeneutics.   For in this strange tongue we 
learn that research is about understanding our fellow hobbits, elves, dwarfs and even 
orcs, for we can only understand them as we are creatures too of Middle Earth.  We do 
not stand above them objectively, for only as creature ourselves can these stories be 
shared, this is what the elves see as the most powerful magic of Middle Earth.  For 
when we share our stories we are transformed, as too we may share our own story and 
a new story emerges as we gain understanding of what it is to be a creature of Middle 
Earth. 

 
Hannah Arendt, is one of the said elves who tells of the need to search for 
understanding rather than knowledge in the form of universal truth.  That as creatures 
ourselves of Middle Earth we should”…encounter reality attentively and impartially”. 
Where understanding is seen as: “…an unending activity by which, in constant change 
and variation, we come to terms with and reconcile ourselves to reality, that is, try to be 
at home in the world. “…the specifically human [or hobbit] way of being alive; for every 
single person needs to be reconciled to a world into which he was born as a stranger 
and in which, to the extent of his distinct uniqueness, he always remains a stranger. 
Understanding begins with birth and ends with death.” 
 
Understanding is how we gain knowledge and we cannot stand apart, for the creatures 
we converse with for we are creatures ourselves.  With this know and Gollum pulls us 
back out of the dark waters for he too well knows that in these marshes both positivism 
and interpretivism die a duel death. 



MOONSHINE IN ITHILIEN 

As we go, we see the great city of constructionism standing tall and proud against the 
forces of positivism.  We realise we understand now the word of Elron spoke so early in 
our journey.  While we meet such men of that city, we do not now need to join them in 
their stronghold.  We have learnt on our journey that the hobbits of IS too often copy 
rather than converse.  We are now confident that we can converse and debate and not 
merely imitate such great men from great cities.  Along the way we meet Faramir, a man 
of the city, a truth teller. 

Truth is fabricated, he says.  Truth is like all social activities and as such, it is a 
construction.  It is an outcome of negotiation and mediation.  To that extent it is related 
to power, a power to enable and constrain our thoughts and actions.  That people 
behave as if the world was a world of objective facts should not blind us to the careful 
and painstaking production of such facts.  This we find difficult to understand.  We ask, 
does that mean that we too, our very selves, are constructions or inventions (Rose, 
1996)? 

Yes, he says.  The social world and our conception of our selves are inventions.  Neither 
are firm grounds for an ontology.  We cannot base knowledge on such shifting grounds.  
We recall the face in the sand described by Foucault.  Instead, Faramir says, that if truth 
be told, it is told in the doings and sayings of people.  As the Council of Elrond has said, 
truth is arrived at intersubjectively.  It exists no more in the eye of the perceiver as some 
interpretivists would hold but nor does it exist as some underpinning objective reality.  
Social reality, and our knowledge of it, is something negotiated, fixed in the here and 
now doings and sayings of the everyday.  What is going on in the social world is too 
complex and too diverse for one theory.  As our wee hobbits now tell Farimir: 

And in Middle Earth the eye that perceives is dominated by the eye of Sauron, he is the elite 
power that seeks to dominate the shire  (both socially, politically and economically), we will 
need methodologies that can undermine this domination and that allow the little people of 
Middle Earth be heard. 

“You must decide on the method that meets these demands.  Such a method must fit the 
demands of the theory but also the pragmatics of the context”.  With these words and 
with his example, he leaves us, unable to help our quest further. 

THE RING IS DESTROYED 

We have come a long way and now it is has come to climb the ontological slopes of 
Mount Doom and destroy the ring utterly.  Gollum is still with us and represents that 
lurking desire for the nuggets of truth, which we can, contrary to our postmodern Faramir 
and the feminist Galadriel of our tale, find out what really makes people tick, how really 
to organise people in the best, and most efficient, most effective way.  Such nuggets of 
truth are also rocks of certainty.  Is it little wonder then that Gollum calls the ring his 
precious and follows it doggedly and single-mindedly?  It is mighty difficult to throw such 
certainty of method and ontology away.  In the end, as we all know, Gollum grabs the 
ring of certainty, falls and destroys himself and ring in Mount Doom.   

And for most they would say the tale has reached its natural conclusion the destruction 
of the ring, of positivism.  But as we see we have been fooled, this plot like research 
does not follow such a ‘fairy tale’ ending of ‘happy ever after’, as hobbits we wonder 
what this means: 

These are postmodern times, the conquering of the ring, is a mythical grand theory that we 
can never obtain, for when we reach the top of Mount Doom we find we are back in the 



shire and we have to begin the journey again.  As no theory holds for long in postmodern 
worlds.  It is to small stories of hope that we need to turn to, these are small stories of hope 
that we saw along our journey.  It is the maintenance of daily routine, the second breakfast 
must not be forgone, or when Pippin and Merry take time out to celebrate their 
achievements with a pipe.  It is these small sub -plots that are important, the mundane  not 
just the swashbuckling adventures of Aaragon the would-be king.  For it is in these tales we 
find glimmers of hope that life could be different, despites the burden of oppression.   

A NEW AGE: THE TELLING OF SMALL STORIES 

As for the future, in a world of post-positivism, how do we proceed, how do we create 
small stories?  For it was simple in the Age of positivism we simply dug for nuggets of 
truth, the land lay still and did not move, but now digging no longer works.  It seems that 
with changing times our methods must correspondingly be less sure and less rigid.  This 
will require new perspective and new methods.  Kvale (1996) and Shotter (1994) 
suggest, research is more a recounting of a traveller’s tale than the digging for ‘nuggets 
of truth’.  Good research is like good travel, it transforms both the research and the 
people that are met along the way.  The full implications of this perspective for the 
traveller, the telling and audience of the tale, and of course the people who make up the 
object of the tale, has yet to be fully explored (cf. Foucault, 2001).  Williams (1995), 
drawing from cultural studies, has suggested that: 

The Storyteller never wholly belongs to himself or herself. The Storyteller is one who 
sacrifices everything in the telling and retellings of the stories belonging to the 
tribe…Whether the story gets the “facts” right is really not all that important…(the) 
Storyteller is much more interested in the “truth” contained in the story.  And a great 
Storyteller always makes that truth in the story fit the needs of the moment (Williams, 1995, 
xixii). 

So here we can see that there are three parts in the tale, the storyteller, the subject of 
the story and the audience.  All three are part of the research.  Williams’ suggests that 
there is no one way, no final truth but an endless journey where truth fits the moment.  
The implications of such a viewpoint on traditional questions of validity are profound and 
need further elaboration.  How does one tell that the truth fits the moment except 
through discussion?  Certainly, we may be misled but the history of science is full of 
stories of blind alleys, wilful ignorance and being lost.  This is familiar territory.  Science 
we see has a history of myth, but science use of myth has been to cover up irrationality 
of being human.  It is to myth and magic we must turn as we hobbits did in this fair story, 
for it may not be in Middle Earth the hobbits dwell only in their minds but the use of 
imagination has transformed our understanding, as those from the fields of ethnography 
well know this is what the power of story telling has to offer.  As Tolkien himself stated 
(McKenzie 2004 pp11, 14): 

 
Indeed, in the essay ‘On Fairy Stories’, Tolkien lists this as one of the prime capabilities of 
fantasy, calling it “Recovery”.  Fantasy allows us to recover “a clear view”, to free the 
things of our world “from the drab blur of triteness or familiarity [or] possessiveness”:  We 
should look at green again, and be startled anew … by blue and yellow and red. 

 
The sudden ‘turn’ comes [and] we get a piercing glimpse of joy, and heart’s desire, that  for 
a moment passes outside the frame, rends indeed the very web of story, and lets a gleam 
come through. 
 

Thus from fantasy we come back to reality (McKenzie 2004, pp11): 
Surprisingly, for a world peopled by hobbits and dwarves and elves, Middle Earth does 
startle us into looking again at ourselves, at camaraderie and courage and heroism, at 
mortality and temporality and the desire for immortality, at greed and egotism, at the 
passing of beautiful things (Reilly). 



So at the end of our tale we call for IS researchers to become story tellers to find the 
glimmers of hope.  As hobbits coming to the end of our journey we discover ‘messy 
texts’ and we are not talking about cider soaked documents, singed at the end by one of 
Gandalf’s firecrackers.  They are practices that breakdown the barriers between science 
and literature and between storyteller, tale and audience.  They can be non-linear, and 
they can portray the contradictions, the  truth of human existence, the daily irritations, the 
tragedy and the living experience (Marcus & Fischer 1986).  This is why this paper has 
been written using a metaphorical style to show possible new ways to write, 
communicate and discuss, free from the power of the ring.  These new ways offer further 
ways to reach our audience, to create stories that people will listen to, connect to, so that 
the richness of small lives will be heard and a small truth, for the immediate, for the 
present is created.  There are stories of journeys, of adventures, of battles, of injustices, 
and of hope.  Such stories may be new to the Shire of IS.  New research methods will 
develop in the quiet Shire and our confidence and our abilities are no longer torn and 
undermined by the one ring of power and positivism. 

Now back at the Shire, Gandalf farewells the brave little hobbits.  Gandalf hands us the 
Blue Book, the Handbook of Qualitative Research (Denzin & Lincoln 2000), and says the 
last pages are for us.  And we reply, “Well, we’re back — to do IS research”. 
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